
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-1:  /ă/ and /ĕ/

Spelling Words Review

package

dwell

activity

festive

spend

attitude

elephant

alligator

shelf

bandage

measure

rapid

nonsense 

scrap 

meant 

taxes

enter 

camper 

eggplant

special

edit

began

ramp

Challenge

absence

except

Answer the questions.

1.  How many /ă/ sounds do you hear in the word package?         ______________________

2.  Which sound, /ă/ or /ĕ/, is found in the word measure?     ______________________

3.  Which sound, /ă/ or /ĕ/, is found in the word, meant?       ______________________

4.  How many syllables are in the word elephant?     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to live in; reside           _________________________

6.  quick; not taking much time           _________________________

7.  a purple vegetable                                                          _________________________

8. cheerful, as for a celebration                  _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    panheelt     ___________________     hint: an animal with a long trunk

10.  tuatidet       ___________________     hint: a way of thinking; outlook

11.  giltalora      ___________________     hint: a reptile with scaly skin and a huge mouth

12.   sonesnen   ___________________     hint: words that have no meaning or don't make sense
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Name: _________________________________                                List D-1:  /ă/ and /ĕ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

shelf activity camper taxes

scrap special spend enter

13.  Haley's mom is baking a  ________________________  cake for her birthday.

14.  The  ________________________   imposed by the government at that time were very high. 

15.  I hope we get to  ________________________  Christmas with the entire family. 

16. There's a  ________________________  in that closet where you may put your hat and gloves. 

17. Each  ________________________  was given a badge for setting up his own tent in the woods.

18. I would appreciate it if you knock on my bedroom door before you  ______________________.

19. I think we need to  ________________________  that old television since it doesn't work.

20. What summer  ________________________  do you like to do best?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is an object?   ___________________________

22. Which review word is a past tense verb? ___________________________

23. Which review word contains two soft vowel sounds? ___________________________

24. Which challenge word(s) contain a soft c? ___________________________

25. Which challenge word(s) contain a silent e?    ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-1:  /ă/ and /ĕ/

Spelling Words Review

package

dwell

activity

festive

spend

attitude

elephant

alligator

shelf

bandage

measure

rapid

nonsense

scrap 

meant

taxes

enter

camper

eggplant

special

edit

began

ramp

Challenge

absence

except

Answer the questions.

1.  How many /ă/ sounds do you hear in the word, package?         one

2.  Which sound, /ă/ or /ĕ/, is found in the word measure?     /  ĕ/  

3.  Which sound, /ă/ or /ĕ/, is found in the word, meant?       /  ĕ/  

4.  How many syllables are in the word elephant?     three

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to live in; reside           dwell

6.  quick; not taking much time           rapid

7.  a purple vegetable                                                          eggplant

8. cheerful, as for a celebration                  festive  

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    panheelt              elephant          hint: an animal with a long trunk

10.  tuatidet                attitude                hint: a way of thinking; outlook

11.  giltalora                alligator               hint: a reptile with scaly skin and a huge mouth

12.   sonesnen             nonsense            hint: words that have no meaning or don't make sense
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Name: _________________________________                                List D-1:  /ă/ and /ĕ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

shelf activity camper taxes

scrap special spend enter

13.  Haley's mom is baking a special cake for her birthday.

14.  The taxes imposed by the government at that time were very high. 

15.  I hope we get to spend Christmas with the entire family. 

16. There's a shelf in that closet where you may put your hat and gloves. 

17. Each camper was given a badge for setting up his own tent in the woods.

18. I would appreciate it if you knock on my bedroom door before you enter.

19. I think we need to scrap that old television since it doesn't work.

20. What summer activity do you like to do best?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is an object?   ramp

22. Which review word is a past tense verb? began

23. Which review word contains two soft vowel sounds? edit

24. Which challenge word(s) contain a soft c? both of them 

25. Which challenge word(s) contain a silent e?    absence 
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